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Co-Founders Annie Shoen and Nicolle Hood have been friends for years and
have 3 and 4 kids respectively. Confined due to Covid lockdowns, they were
desperate to motivate their children to help around the house and do their
schoolwork with fewer tears. It was during this difficult time that they
discovered that their children were financially illiterate. They dove into the
research and discovered that financial illiteracy was not only infecting
generations with poor money habits, but it was also causing low self-worth.
Nicolle and Annie studied the chore apps and the debit cards for kids, but
could not find an age-appropriate solution for their young children. Wanting
to give their own children a healthy financial education with an emphasis on
earning, they got to work.

Leveraging relationships from their professional lives, Nicolle and Annie
consulted with child psychologists, financial experts, educators, and lots and
lots of other parents. Using the leanest approach available, these co-
founders built an app to test their assumptions that children could build
good money habits starting with the motivation to earn with a fun and
interactive product. Result – is kids who make their beds without being
asked, the end of unhealthy nail-biting, and children who proactively ask
how they can help out around the house. Nicolle and Annie want to bring My
First Nest Egg to the world so that every child can build a happy future and
their First Nest Egg.



Nicolle believes financial literacy for children is key to reducing income
inequality. She brings over seventeen years of experience as a business
attorney, non-profit board member, and negotiations law professor at ASU to
create a solution. A graduate of USC and Notre Dame Law, Nicolle spent the last
decade as general counsel to several private equity companies, that scaled
quickly from start-up to regional and national success. During that time, she
demonstrated expertise in strategic planning, company structuring, financing,
and mergers and acquisitions.

Named one of Arizona’s most influential minority business leaders by AZ Big
Media, Nicolle has served as a board member on various non-profit boards
including two terms as the Chairman of the Board of Native American
Connections, a low-income and homeless housing provider, where she helped
develop a successful growth strategy during major acquisition and expansion.

Throughout her career, Nicolle’s professional and volunteer work has driven her
desire to contribute to the foundational success of children in her community.
She has served on a school board, co-chaired a summer program for
underprivileged children, worked for state agencies providing affordable
daycare, and continues to volunteer with organizations dedicated to ending the
cycle of poverty. As a community leader, she has observed what early financial
literacy can do for a child’s confidence as well as their long-term success. As a
mother, she’s implemented these tools with her own three children.

Nicolle has built a decades-long reputation for executing under pressure which
she attributes to her collaborative style and being a relationship builder at all
levels of organizations. With the founding of My First Nest Egg, her professional
experience combines with her mission-driven belief to ensure that every child is
afforded a healthy financial future.
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Annie Shoen is a dedicated advocate for financial education and is passionate about
securing a financially stable future for every child. With a background as a career
prosecutor, Annie has extensive experience working within the criminal justice system,
particularly with vulnerable and undereducated populations. Witnessing firsthand the
impact of inadequate childhood education, she is determined to empower all children
to realize their boundless potential through financial education. 

A native of the Pacific Northwest, Annie attended undergrad at Gonzaga University and
continued her education at the University of Washington School of Law. Anxious to start
making a real-world impact, Annie graduated law school ahead of schedule, passed the
bar, and accepted a clerkship in district court. Following her passion for justice, Annie
joined the District Attorney's Office in Portland, Oregon, where she achieved remarkable
success throughout her decade-long tenure. She handled complex trials, ranging from
financial fraud to aggravated murder while collaborating with law enforcement and
investigative teams to achieve successful case outcomes. 

One of Annie's key contributions involved serving as a special prosecutor assigned to Elder
Abuse cases. Working alongside a multidisciplinary team, she approached complex issues,
including fraud and physical abuse, with a holistic perspective to find effective solutions.
With her exceptional communication skills, Annie effectively educated audiences through
in-person presentations, legislative testimony, and TV appearances on how to protect the
most vulnerable in the community. 

Following a fulfilling period raising her four children, Annie's passion for advocacy found a
new focus: children who lack the essential tools for becoming financially literate adults.
This compelling drive led her to embark on her current venture, My First Nest Egg, where
she humbly and enthusiastically works to address this critical issue so that every child can
grow into a financially secure adult.
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MISSION + CURRICULUM
WE ARE ON A MISSION TO GIVE PARENTS THE TOOLS THEY
NEED TO RAISE MONEY-SMART KIDS, STARTING EARLY
Parents know that the best way to teach children any skill, from languages to instruments,
is to start early.

So why do we wait so long to teach them the language and skills associated with good
money habits? At My First Nest Egg, we have worked with educators and experts to develop
a proprietary curriculum that focuses on giving elementary-aged kids the knowledge they
will need to be successful with money.

DAILY LESSON FEATURES 
NATIONAL STANDARDS 
Our Egg Head Curriculum is based on national standards promulgated by the Council for
Economic Education and the JumpStart Coalition.

Fun and Simple
Our bite-sized curriculum consists of one quick lesson a day – it takes less than a minute!

Knowledge Builds Over Time
Over time those lessons will build and help your child form a strong financial foundation for
the future.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE-BASED 
Money habits are more about the mind than they are about the math.
“As parents, we work to raise our children to possess the skills needed to achieve their
goals and dreams. However, most of us don’t provide an avenue for our children to learn
financial literacy. We instruct them on hard work, follow-through, and task competence. My
First Nest Egg is a way to systematically teach goal-setting, perseverance, and self-
competency. Helping our children achieve early on builds self-confidence and serves to
moderate symptoms of depression. The mental health of our children is inversely related to
their experience of achievement.” 

Dr. Jennifer Gatt, Ph. D
Advisor and Board Member at My First Nest Egg



IN THE
COMMUNITY

From organizing stockings for over 500
unhoused children a year to teaching

financial education to school children, Nicolle
and Annie ascribe to the firm belief that to

whom much is given, much is expected.
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SPEAKING
TOPICS

Youth Financial Literacy & Education
Female Founders Story 
Entrepreneurship & Lean Methodology 



www.myfirstnestegg.com

480 - 389 - 5946

annie@myfirstnestegg.com

Contact Us
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